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Abstract—The physical-layer secret key generation has
emerged as a promising solution for establishing cryptographic
keys by leveraging reciprocal and time-varying wireless channels.
However, existing approaches suffer from low key generation
rates and vulnerabilities under various attacks in slowly vary-
ing environments. We propose a new physical-layer secret key
generation approach with channel obfuscation, which improves
the dynamic property of channel parameters based on random
filtering and random antenna scheduling. Our approach makes
one party obfuscate the channel to allow the legitimate party
to obtain similar dynamic channel parameters yet prevents a
third party from inferring the obfuscation information. Our
approach allows more random bits to be extracted from the
obfuscated channel parameters by a joint design of the K-L
transform and adaptive quantization. A testbed implementation
shows that our approach, compared to the existing ones that we
evaluate, performs the best in generating high entropy bits at a
fast rate and a high-security level in slowly varying environments.
Specifically, our approach can achieve a significantly faster secret
bit generation rate at about 67 bit/pkt, and the key sequences
can pass the randomness tests of the NIST test suite.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical-layer secret key generation (PKG) has emerged as
a promising solution to enable two wireless nodes to generate
shared secret keys from the observation and processing of
radio channel parameters [1]. Since PKG avoids the need for
key distribution by leveraging the reciprocity nature of wire-
less channels, it is thus appealing to complement traditional
cryptographic approaches for scenarios where pre-shared keys
may not exist [2].

Existing PKG approaches, however, heavily rely on channel
variations and thus suffer from low key generation rate [3]
and vulnerabilities under attacks [4] in slowly varying envi-
ronments. When the wireless channel varies over time, the
keys can be renewed dynamically by sampling the channel
parameters. The channel sampling rate is suggested to be in
the order of the maximum Doppler frequency [5]. However,
when users have low mobility, e.g., in a wireless sensor
network, the Doppler frequency is low, it requires a long
time to establish long enough keys. Furthermore, the mobility
of users and the dynamic change of surrounding objects are
often unknown and the maximum Doppler frequency. For these
reasons, there always exists inevitable and unknown temporal
correlations between adjacent channel samples, resulting in
a large proportion of repeated bit segments. However, these
bits segments are scrambled through some permutation or
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Fig. 1. The basic idea of channel obfuscation based secret key generation.

interleaving techniques [6]–[8], the security of the key is
still compromised as the permutation information is public.
Another idea of introducing help devices, e.g., relays [9], [10]
and reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) [11] to assist secret
key generation may improve the key rate and randomness,
however, encounters some practical problems, such as the
unavailability of trust relays and additional hardware overhead
of RIS devices. Therefore, a fast and secure solution is still
required to facilitate the practical usage of PKG in slowly
varying environments.

This paper designs a new physical layer key generation
approach that can construct fast-changing channel parameters
and thus works for slowly varying environments. We introduce
a channel obfuscation technique, which makes one party ob-
fuscate the channel in a manner that still allows the legitimate
party to obtain dynamic channel parameters, yet prevents a
third party from inferring the obfuscation information. We
show that the channel obfuscation-based secret key generation
(CO-SKG) method achieves fast key extraction and a high-
security level, even in slowly varying environments.

The basic idea underlying CO-SKG is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Alice and Bob are two legitimate devices, and Eve is an eaves-
dropper. As a general assumption in PKG [12], Eve is assumed
to be located at least half wavelength away from Alice and
Bob, so its channel variations are assumed to be independent
of Alice and Bob. Alice obfuscates the channel parameters
by using a random filter and a random antenna selection
module. For each round in these repeated bidirectional channel
probings, the transmitted pilot signal and received signal of
Alice go through the filter and antenna with the same setting
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to obtain similar channel parameters with Bob. The settings
of the antenna and filter are randomly changed to achieve fast
key generation. Since these settings are known only by Alice,
Eve can hardly crack the secret key.

CO-SKG builds on past work on exploiting multiple-
antenna diversity to increase the bit generation rate [13].
However, past work typically measures the Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) between each antenna pair in a
round-robin way, leading to a periodic variation of RSSI in
slowly varying environments. In contrast, CO-SKG measures
the CSI between antenna pairs randomly to introduce unpre-
dictable fluctuations in CSI values. CO-SKG also addresses
the following practical challenges in using channel obfuscation
for secret key generation. First, although the obfuscation
information is not public, it might be speculated by a clever
Eve from its prolonged channel observations. For instance,
Eve may guess the order of antenna pairs by matching its
current channel measurement with previous records. There-
fore, a sophisticated design of the channel obfuscation function
should be developed to prevent the attacker from inferring
the obfuscation information. Second, the reciprocity of the
obfuscated CSI is far from satisfactory, and adjacent CSI
samples still have some auto-correlation, which may lead to
long 0s and long 1s in the quantized bit sequences. Therefore,
a practical key generation approach must satisfy the keys’
agreement, rate, and randomness requirements.

The main contributions of this work are listed as follows:
• We propose a novel channel obfuscation approach con-

ducive to fast secret bit extraction in slowly varying
environments. Meanwhile, our approach prevents a third
party from inferring the obfuscation information.

• We propose an effective key generation approach based
on a joint-design of K-L transform and adaptive quantiza-
tion that would significantly improve the key agreement
and randomness.

• We implemented CO-SKG using Universal Software Ra-
dio Peripheral (USRP) software defined radio (SDR)
platforms and realizing antenna scheduling with an SP8T
switch. Extensive experiments have been conducted, and
the results demonstrate that compared with existing typ-
ical approaches, CO-SKG can provide higher key agree-
ment, faster key generation rate, and more substantial
randomness in three typical, slowly varying scenarios.

• We have verified that CO-SKG is resilient to various
attacks identified as harmful to existing approaches, in-
cluding the predictable channel attack and position replay
attack from active attackers and effective brute-force
attack and order speculation attack of passive attackers.

II. RELATED WORKS

There have been ongoing research efforts on fast key gener-
ation from wireless channels in slowly varying environments.
First, diversity techniques, e.g., OFDM and MIMO, have been
exploited to improve KGR by extracting more bits from one
channel sample [14]–[16]. For example, Liu et al. [17] use
channel response from multiple OFDM subcarriers to provide

fine-grained channel information, and Zeng et al. [13] use
multiple-antenna diversity to increases BGR by more than
four times over single-antenna systems. Despite these efforts,
these protocols still require dynamic environments to meet the
requirement of randomness and to refresh keys. To deal with it,
opportunistic beamforming [15], [18], [19] is exploited in mul-
tiple antenna systems. However, its performance has only been
evaluated through theoretical analysis and simulations [20].

Second, secret key generation with helper devices such
as relays has also been proposed [9], [10], [18]. Although
this relay-based solution may increase the key rate, it is
affected by design challenges. The key rate depends on the
relay movement, but it is impractical to persuade a relay to
move all the time. Moreover, relays are not always available
and trustable [21], which limits the practical usage of this
solution. Recently, Paul et al [11] has reported promising
experimental results on integrating a passive reconfigurable
intelligent surface (RIS) device to help in achieving a higher
secret bit generation rate in static environments. The RIS
device does not have a trustworthy problem. However, it adds
additional hardware overhead to the key generation system.

Another solution is to apply permutation [7], [8] or in-
terleaving technique [6], [22] to increase the randomness
of the weak key generated in the static environments. The
channel samples are rearranged according to a pseudo-random
sequence generated by specific algorithms. However, for le-
gitimate users to agree on the same key, the pseudo-random
sequence of interleaving is shared on the public channel,
which means that an attacker also knows the information. She
can guess the original weak key and then interleave it for
correctness verification. Hence, from the view of key cracking,
it is futile to interleave the CSI samples.

Our work differs from existing works in the following
significant ways. First, we perform extensive real-world mea-
surements in various slowly varying environments and settings
to determine the effectiveness and security of the proposed
CO-SKG approach. Second, we propose a channel obfuscation
method to allow Alice and Bob to obtain similar dynamic
channel parameters yet prevent Eve from inferring the obfus-
cation information. Third, we further increase the secret bit
rate and randomness by a joint design of K-L transform and
adaptive quantization.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND THE CO-SKG SCHEME

A. Problem Formulation

As shown in Fig. 1, Alice (A) and Bob (B) intend to
generate a shared secret key from their reciprocal channel
state information (CSI) over N orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) subcarriers. Eve (E) attempts to find
the key based on its channel observations and information
transmitted over the public channel. Alice is equipped with M
antennas, and Bob has a single antenna. They share M spatial
channels, which are collected one after another, by switching
the working antenna of Alice. Therefore, the system works in
a single-input single-output (SISO) mode, and Eve is assumed
to be equipped with a single antenna.



Alice and Bob perform K periods of channel probing to
obtain their CSI samples to generate secret keys. Under a
slowly varying environment, the wireless channel changes
little during these K periods. For the k-th round probing, the
signal received on subcarrier n by user u ∈ {A,B,E} can be
expressed as

Yu(k, n) = Hu(mk, n)S(k, n) + Zu(k, n), (1)

where Hu(mk, n) represents the spatial channel of the mk-th
antenna in the k-th round, S(k, n) represents the known probe
signal, and Zu(k, n) is the noise. In the existing work of [13],
the antennas are used in a round-robin way, which implies that

mk = (k + c)M , (2)

where (·)M represents the modulo M operation and c is a
constant integer with the range of {1, 2, · · · ,M − 1}. Based
on the received signal, the estimated CSI at user u is given by

Ĥu(k, n) = Hu(mk, n) + Z ′u(k, n), (3)

where Z ′u(k, n) represents the equivalent noise after estimating
Hu(mk, n). According to the principle of channel reciprocity,
when Alice and Bob probe the channel within the channel
coherence time, the estimated CSI values, i.e., ĤA(k, n) and
ĤB(k, n) should be highly correlated, which allows Alice and
Bob to extract the same secret bit sequence from their CSI
estimates, respectively. The secret bit sequence is continually
renewed in the following key generation time rounds.

However, the CSI for each antenna pair may have little
fluctuation in slowly varying environments. When antennas
are scheduled in a fixed order periodically, we have

Ĥu(k +M,n) ≈ Ĥu(k, n), (4)

which indicates that the collected CSI samples may change
regularly with time. To verify it, We conducted experiments
under three slowly varying scenarios, i.e., indoor, corridor, and
outdoor for validation. Two USRP N210 devices operating
in the 2.535 GHz channel are deployed as Alice and Bob,
which remain stationary during the experiments. We collected
CSI samples in 1000 time rounds, with a time interval of 3
seconds. Fig. 2(a) shows that for a fixed antenna pair, the
amplitude of CSI on one subcarrier has slight variation during
the 1000 rounds. Next, we let Alice connect to an SP8T switch
to realize the function of antenna selection. When the antenna
is used in a round-robin way, as predicted in (4), the blue curve
in Fig 2(b) exhibits significant regularity with a period of 8.
These periodic changes in CSI may result in a large proportion
of repeated bit segments in the quantization results.

B. The CO-SKG Scheme

1) Preliminary Study: One way to realize channel obfus-
cation is by randomly changing the index of the employed
antenna in each packet. In this way, the order of CSI samples
varies from one probing round to another. As a result, the
CSI samples will have more fluctuation, largely avoiding
the periodic repetition. We also experiment with randomly
changing antennas on the USRP platform, and the amplitude
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Fig. 2. The amplitude of CSI collected in slowly varying environments.

of CSI sequences is shown in Fig. 2(b). As expected, the CSI
estimated in different rounds has significant variation, and the
CSI values’ regularity has disappeared.

2) Practical Challenges: The above preliminary study pro-
vides encouraging results on the feasibility of improving
channel fluctuation with channel obfuscation in slowly varying
environments. However, to achieve consistent secret keys with
channel obfuscation securely and efficiently, there are still two
main challenges to be addressed.

How to hide the obfuscation information? A desired
channel obfuscation approach should obfuscate the channel
without leaking the obfuscation information. However, when
the channel fluctuation is simply caused by antenna switching,
the obfuscation information might be known to Eve. In a
slowly varying environment, the CSI of Eve also varies little
when Alice selects the same transmit antenna. This fact helps
Eve to derive the relationship of the used antenna pair by
matching the current CSI with previous CSI records.

On this basis, a sophisticated design of channel obfusca-
tion should be developed to prevent Eve from knowing the
obfuscation information.

How to produce secret keys effectively? Converting the
obfuscated CSI samples into consistent secret keys is also
challenging. Since the equivalent obfuscation channel changes
rapidly, smoothing algorithm [23], usually used to improve the
similarity of channel parameters in existing works, does not
apply to the obfuscated CSI samples, resulting in an incon-
sistent high rate. When the inconsistent rate of the raw key
is high, the information reconciliation imposes a significant
burden to correct these errors, which can significantly affect
the efficiency of key generation. Besides, although channel
obfuscation improves the fluctuation of CSI samples, there is
still inevitable auto-correlation between these CSI samples,
which leads to long 0 and long 1 in the quantized results.
Therefore, a practical key generation approach needs to satisfy
the high requirements of agreement rate and randomness of
keys.

To cope with these challenges, we propose a CO-SKG ap-
proach, which is divided into two parts, i.e., channel obfusca-
tion and effective key generation, as shown in Fig. 3. Alice and
Bob obtain the channel estimates during channel obfuscation
by sending pilot signals to each other in turn. Different from
existing works, Alice incorporates the technologies of random
filtering and antenna scheduling to fluctuate the CSI samples.
After channel obfuscation, Alice and Bob convert their channel
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estimates into secret keys through effective key generation. We
exploit K-L transform and adaptive quantization to obtain raw
key bits with the high agreement and strong randomness. Then,
Alice and Bob obtain consistent keys from their raw key bits
through information reconciliation and privacy amplification.
Details of the protocol design of channel obfuscation and
effective key generation are elaborated in Section IV and
Section V, respectively.

C. Attack Model

We consider four types of attacks, which exploit the vulner-
ability of key generation in slowly varying environments. In
the first two types of attacks, Eve intends to infer the key of
the current round, while in the last two types of attacks, Eve
aims at cracking the renewed key with an assumption that the
current key has been known.

Predictable Channel Attack [24]: Eve tries to cause desired
or predictable changes in the channel measurements by being
the one who moves between Alice and Bob.

Position Replay Attack [15]: In stationary environments,
the channel parameters might be identical at the same position
even when the measurements are made at different times. In
this case, Eve will record the position of Bob and moves to it
after Bob leaving to acquire similar channel measurements.

Effective Brute-force Attack: In slow-varying environments,
the successive key generation processes will, with high like-
lihood, merely result in the production of a large proportion
of repeated bit segments. Eve can predict the bit change rate
of legitimate users according to the variation of its channel
observations. Hence, the time-complexity of brute-force to the
renewed key can be primarily shortened as Eve only needs to
try a small range of bits that have been changed.

Order Speculation Attack: In the PKG approaches based on
permutation, the fluctuation of CSI samples is caused by the
randomness of the sample order. A clever Eve will speculate
the order from its channel observations and the information
transmitted over the public channel. When the order is known,

the process of key cracking returns to that in the effective
brute-force attack.

Besides, Eve is assumed to be more interested in the
extracted keys between Alice and Bob but not disrupting their
key establishment process. Therefore, we also assume that Eve
can neither jam the communication channel between Alice and
Bob nor modify the information exchanged between them.

IV. CHANNEL OBFUSCATION

A. Design Philosophy

The desired CSI Ĥu(k, n) should meet the following three
requirements.
• Randomness: ĤA(k, n) should change over k in an un-

predictable way. As a counterexample, periodic variable
mk in (2) should be avoided, because it obfuscates the
CSI samples with regular changes that can be predicted.

• Reciprocity: Channel obfuscation should not affect the
reciprocity principle, i.e., Alice and Bob are able to obtain
similar CSI samples as ĤA(k, n) ≈ ĤB(k, n).

• Security: The obfuscation information should not been
leaked from ĤE(k, n) to Eve, otherwise the security of
ĤA(k, n) is compromised.

Accordingly, we design a time-varying function, G(k, n),
which is given by

G(k, n) = α(k, n)gk, (5)

where gk ∈ RM×1 is the antenna selecting vector, in which the
mk-th element is 1 and others are 0, and α(k, n) is the weight-
ing coefficient of the selected channel. Denoting the channel
vector as Hu(n) = [Hu(1, n), Hu(2, n), · · · , Hu(M,n)], the
CSI estimated by user u at the k-th round is

Ĥu(k, n) = Hu(n)G(k, n) + Z ′u(k, n)

= α(k, n)Hu(mk, n) + Z ′u(k, n). (6)

We incorporate random variables α(k, n) and mk into function
G(k, n) to obtain the desired CSI. The necessity of their
combination is expounded as follows.

Case 1: When α(k, n) = 1 and mk is an integer uniformly
distributed variable, mk ∼ U [1,M ], the CSI is obfuscated by
randomizing index mk of M spacial channels. The obfuscated
CSI can meet the requirements of randomness and reciprocity.
However, its variation range is limited mainly by the number
of antennas M . When Alice uses the same antenna mk for
channel probing round of k and k′, Eve is able to observe
ĤE(k, n) ≈ ĤE(k′, n). With the increase of channel probing
time K, the CSI differences between different antenna pairs
will become more distinguishable.

Case 2: When mk = (k)M and α(k, n) is a complex
random variable, the CSI is obfuscated by multiplying the peri-
odic CSI with a random coefficient α(k, n) that is known only
by Alice. However, when only random coefficient is exploited,
Eve is possible to speculate the obfuscation information of the
coefficient according to the known periodic index of mk. To
clarify the speculation process, we omit the noise term and



put the CSI with the same mk into a vector. The CSI vectors
of Alice and Eve are respectively given by

~HA,n = [α(k, n), α(k +M,n), · · · ]HA ((k)M , n) , (7)
~HE,n = [α(k, n), α(k +M,n), · · · ]HE ((k)M , n) . (8)

It is worth noting that Eve can hardly know the exact value of
~HA,n, due to the unknown information of HA((k)M , n) and
HE((k)M , n), but she can observe the obfuscation information
of coefficients. For example, the normalized amplitude of
~HA,n and ~HE,n are the same.

Notably, the function G(k, n) solely relies on random
variable mk or α(k, n) will leak the obfuscation information.
Fortunately, from the above analysis, we find that the index
mk and coefficient α(k, n) have mutual remedying parameters
in hiding the obfuscation information. First, α(k, n) prevents
Eve from knowing the obfuscation information of mk, as the
channel estimates of two-time rounds are different due to the
different α(k, n). Second, mk also prevents Eve from knowing
the obfuscation information of α(k, n), as Eve can hardly
collect CSI with the same antenna to find the obfuscation in-
formation of coefficients. Therefore, by incorporating random
index mk and random coefficient α(k, n), the desired CSI can
be achieved through the channel obfuscation function in (6).

B. Design Protocol

To implement the function G(k, n) in reality, we propose
a channel obfuscation protocol by adopting the technologies
of random antenna scheduling and random filtering. The
former randomizes the index mk by randomly selecting the
employed antenna of Alice for each channel probing. The latter
randomize the value of α(k, n) by adding a time-varying finite
impulse response (FIR) filter with Lf taps to process the pilot
signal and received signal at Alice. The tap coefficients of
the FIR filter are denoted by ~a = [a1, a2, · · · , aLf

], where
ai ∼ CN (0, 1) is a random variable following the complex
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance.

The pilot signal of Alice is cyclic convolved with the
impulse response of the FIR filter as well as the channel. Since
the cyclic convolution in the time domain is equivalent to the
multiplication in the frequency domain, the value of α(k, n)
in the vector α(k) = [α(k, 1), α(k, 2), · · · , α(k,N)] is

α(k, n) =

Lf∑
i=1

aie
−j2π ni

N . (9)

The detailed channel obfuscation for the k-th time round of
key generation is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Thanks to the reciprocity principle, the CSI vectors received
by Alice and Bob, i.e., ~HA(k) and ~HB(k), are proportional
to each other. In the following rounds of channel probing, the
process will be repeated with changing filter coefficients and
antenna index. After K time rounds, Alice and Bob obtain
their CSI matrices of ĤA =

[
~HA(1), ~HA(2), · · · , ~HA(K)

]
and

ĤB =
[
~HB(1), ~HB(2), · · · , ~HB(K)

]
, respectively. Then, they

use these observations to generate the secret keys.

Algorithm 1 Channel obfuscation.
Input: The pilot signal S = [S(1), S(2), · · · , S(N)].
Output: The CSI vectors ~HA(k) and ~HB(k).

1: Alice:
2: for i := 1 to Lf do
3: ai ← random variable following CN (0, 1).
4: end for
5: Generate α(k) with {a1, a2, · · · , aLf

} according to (9).
6: SA ← element-wise multiple S and α(k).
7: mk ← random integer following U [1,M ].
8: Sends SA to Bob via the mk-th antenna.
9: Bob:

10: Receives the signal YB(k, n).
11: Estimates CSI by ĤB(k, n) = YB(k,n)

S(n) and obtains
~HB(k) =

[
ĤB(k, 1), ĤB(k, 2), · · · , ĤB(k,N)

]T
.

12: Sends S to Alice.
13: Alice:
14: Receives signal YA(mk, n) on mk-th antenna .
15: Y ′A(k, n)← multiple YA(k, n) and α(k, n).
16: Estimates CSI by ĤA(k, n) =

Y ′
A(k,n)
S(n) and obtains

~HA(k) =
[
ĤA(k, 1), ĤA(k, 2), · · · , ĤA(k,N)

]T
.
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V. EFFECTIVE KEY GENERATION

Alice and Bob will generate secret keys from the collected
CSI matrices ĤA and ĤB , each of which has N subcarriers
and K samples.

A. K-L Transform

We apply the K-L transform to CSI samples for reducing the
residual correlation between them. The process has two steps,
i.e., CSI rearrangement and transform, as shown in Fig. 4.

Rearrangement: As shown in Fig. 4, elements in ĤA and
ĤB are segmented into multiple blocks, with Lx × Ly CSI
values in each block. There are N

Lx
and K

Ly
blocks in the

direction of subcarrier and samples, respectively. The CSI



values in different blocks are assumed to be uncorrelated, so
we aim at removing the correlation between CSI values in the
same block. Therefore, Lx and Ly are designed according
to the assumption. The CSI values in the same block are
vectorized into a column. Then, ĤA and ĤB are rearranged
as ḢA and ḢB , each has Lx×Ly rows and N

Lx
× K
Ly

columns.

Transform: Based on ḢA, Alice calculates the channel
covariance matrix, RA, and performs the eigenvalue decom-
position of RA to obtain the eigenvector matrix UA and
eigenvalue matrix ΛA. Only a small part of principal compo-
nents are suitable for key generation, and others are severely
corrupted by noise. So we construct the transform matrix
VA by selecting the first P column vectors in UA, which
corresponds to η percentage of energy. Alice sends VA to Bob
through the public channel and they complete the transform by
multiplying ḢA and ḢB with VA as ḦA = VAḢA, ḦB =
VAḢB , respectively. The transmission of eigenvector over an
insecure public channel can cause information leakage and the
information leakage ratio is η1 ≈ 1/( NLx

× K
Ly

) as analyzed
in [25].

B. Adaptive Quantization

The transformed CSI values in ḦA and ḦB are converted
into bit sequences, qA and qB , respectively, through an adap-
tive quantization algorithm that can adjust the quantization
level and thresholds dynamically. These bit sequences are
referred to as raw keys.

Since ḦA and ḦB contain multiple principal components
with different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), a fixed quantiza-
tion level does not apply to all components. Thus, we employ
flexible quantization levels in the quantization algorithm. The
levels Lp are decided by the desired disagreement ratio of raw
keys and the corresponding SNRs.

For each component, the threshold should be adaptive to
the variation of the values to avoid long 0s and long 1s. Thus,
we add windows to the CSI sequence and quantize them in
each window. In the design of the window length, Lw, we
trade-off between the randomness and the disagreement ratio
of the raw key. In the implementation, Lw is set according to
the variance of the CSI values in the window. In each window,
we apply multiple-level quantization with a guard band. The
threshold is set based on probability, and the quantization bits
are with Gray code.

Finally, the bit sequences, qA and qB , are the combination
of quantization results of each column in ḦA and ḦB ,
respectively.

C. Information Reconciliation and Privacy Amplification

To obtain identical bit sequences, we apply a BCH code
to correct the disagreements in raw keys according to their
disagreement ratio. Bob calculates the syndrome of the qB
and sends it to Alice over the public channel. Alice corrects
qA according to the received syndrome. Transmitting the
syndrome of BCH transmitted over public channels leaks
information to eavesdroppers. The leakage rate in information
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Fig. 5. The experimental platform.

reconciliation is η2 = Ls/Lq where Lq and Ls are the lengths
of the raw key and the syndrome, respectively.

Privacy amplification allows legitimate users to distill a
shorter but almost completely secret key from a common
random variable about which Eve has partial information. We
use Message-Digest Algorithm 5 (MD5) for privacy ampli-
fication. MD5 is a widely used hash function which maps
data of arbitrary size to data of 128 bits. Considering the
information leakage in the phases of K-L transform and infor-
mation reconciliation, Alice and Bob should at least generate
Lreq = d 128

(1−η1)(1−η2)e bits common random sequence, where
d·e represents ceiling operation.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed CO-SKG
approach in real environments, we built a hardware testbed
using USRP SDR platform. Three USRP N210 SDR platforms
embedded with the CBX daughterboards [26] were used as
Alice, Bob, and Eve, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The experiments
were carried out at the 2.535 GHz channel. The USRP receiver
received the signal, which was transferred to the PC and
processed by MATLAB. To enable the function of antenna
scheduling in the CO-SKG approach, Alice is connected with
an SP8T switch [27] as shown in Fig. 5(b). Alice sends
instructions to the microcontroller through software to control
the SP8T switch to connect COM to one of J1 to J8. We carried
out extensive experiments in the Purple Mountain Laborato-
ries, China, under three slowly varying scenarios, i.e., indoor,
corridor, and outdoor. Three USRP devices remain stationary,
but there might be people or vehicles moving around. We
collected at least 1000 CSI vectors, each containing N = 512
CSI values on these OFDM subcarriers.

We adopted three evaluation metrics: bit mismatch rate
(BMR), bit generation rate (BGR), and random tests. The
BMR is defined as the number of different bits between Alice
and Bob divided by the total number of bits of the raw key,
calculated using the raw bits before information reconciliation.
The BGR is defined as the number of generated raw key
bits per packet (bit/pkt). We used the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) test suite [28] to evaluate
the randomness of our generated key sequences.
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Fig. 7. Performance under different filter length in an indoor scenario.

B. Optimal Design Parameters in the CO-SKG Method

To improve CO-SKG’s performance, we conducted ex-
tensive experiments to find the optimal parameters in the
processes of channel obfuscation and effective key generation.

1) Channel Obfuscation: Since random antenna scheduling
and random filtering are exploited to realize channel obfus-
cation. We evaluate the impacts of antenna number and filter
length on the performance. Fig. 6 compares the performance of
BMR and BGR under different numbers of antennas M . The
impact of M on BMR varies for different scenarios, while for
all three scenarios, the BGR grows with the antenna number
M . In particular, compared with the single antenna case, the
BGRs of other antenna numbers have increased by at least
5 bit/pkt. It is also observed that the BGR levels off when
the antenna number becomes large, e.g., M = 8. The random
filtering has already provided enough randomness, and thus
no need to deploy more antennas. According to the result, we
choose the antenna number to be 8 in the design of random
antenna scheduling.

Fig. 7 shows the impact of filter length, Lf , on the perfor-
mance of BMR and BGR. In the experiment, Lf is set as 0,
4, 8 and 16, where Lf = 0 represents the case that random
filtering is not used. It is observed that when Lf increases from
0 to 16, both BMR and BGR increase. When random filtering
is not used, BMR is below 0.01. When Lf = 4, BMR rises
rapidly to 0.019, and then after having a slightly decrease at
Lf = 8, continuously increases to 0.03 atLf = 16. For BGR,
when random filtering is not used, BGR is 46.9 bit/pkt. When
Lf = 4, BGR also rises rapidly to 63.4 bit/pkt, and then
is slowly increasing to 76.3 bit/pkt at Lf = 16. To make a
trade-off between BMR and BGR, we choose the filter length
Lf = 8 in the design of the random filtering.

2) Effective Key Generation: We study the performance of
secret key under different design parameters in the K-L trans-
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form and adaptive quantization processes. Fig. 8 compares the
performance of BMR and BGR with different proportions of
principal components used for key generation. We specify the
percentage of the principal components, η, to choose the first
P principal components. We examine the BMR and BGR by
changing η from 85% to 100% and find that BGR increases
from around 30 bit/pkt to over 100 bit/pkt with the increase of
η. The BMR decreases when η increases from 85% to 99.9%
but increase rapidly over 0.06 at 100%. It is because the rest
components are severely corrupted by noise. Therefore, we set
the percentage threshold η as 99.9% in the K-L transform.

Next, we perform multi-bit quantization on the first principal
component since its energy is much higher than others. We
measure the BMR and BGR from 1 bit to 4 bits quantization
of the first principal component. As shown in Fig. 9, both BGR
and BMR grow as the quantization level increases. Since some
bits are discarded in the guard band during quantization, the
BGR is not a strict double relationship as the quantization level
increases. Therefore, we need to balance the impact on BMR
and BGR when choosing an appropriate quantization level.
According to the experimental results, we set the quantization
level for the first principal component as 2 bits.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the impact of window length, Lw, on



TABLE I
OPTIMAL PARAMETERS OF THE CO-SKG APPROACH

Parameters Values
Number of antennas of Alice, M 8

Filter length, Lf 8

Energy Percentage of selected principal components, η 99.9%

Quantization level of first principal component 2 bit
Window length, Lw 64
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TABLE II
NIST STATISTICAL TEST RESULTS

Test CO-SKG KL-SKG CGC Jana’s MAKE
Freq. 0.4106 0.0709 1 0.7113 0.0240
Block Freq. 0.1108 0 0.0011 0.5035 0.4371
Runs. 0.4195 0 0.9500 0 0.1323
Longest of 1’s. 0.1059 0 0 0 0.0080

Serial.
0.2118 0 0 0 0
0.3169 0 0 0 0.0001

Approx. Entropy. 0.0468 0 0 0 0
Cumusum 0.5014 0.4433 0.4994 0.5035 0.0204

the key generation performance. We find that BMR decreases
from 0.094 to 0.012 as Lw increases from 4 to 64, and then
increases to 0.138 when Lw = 128. BGR decreases from 94.4
bit/pkt to 71.5 bit/pkt as Lw increases from 4 to 128. To make
a trade-off between these metrics, we set the window length
Lw = 64. Table I summarizes above optimal parameters used
in the CO-SKG approach.

C. Comparison with Existing Typical Key Generation Methods

Fig. 11 compares the BMR, and BGR performance of the
proposed CO-SKG approach with four existing typical key
generation approaches, including MAKE [13], CGC [17], KL-
SKG [25] and Jana’s [24]. From Fig. 11(a), MAKE and Jana’s
have higher BMR, as they use RSSI for key generation, which
has slight fluctuation, mainly dominated by the noise in slowly
varying environments. CGC, KL-SKG, and CO-SKG extract
secret key from CSI, which fluctuates over multiple subcarriers
and thus have better performance of the key agreement in the
slowly varying environments. Since KL-SKG and CO-SKG
use the K-L transform to reduce noise, they have lower BMRs
than CGC.

Fig. 11(b) shows that CO-SKG provides higher BGR than
other approaches, achieving the rate of 72.08, 73.88, and
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Fig. 12. The amplitude of CSI under predictable channel attack in an indoor
scenario.

67.79 bit/pkt for scenarios of the indoor, corridor, and outdoor,
respectively. It is because that CO-SKG exploits both random
antenna scheduling and random filtering to increase the CSI
fluctuation, so more components can be extracted in K-L
transform. Since MAKE and Jana’s use RSSI as the channel
parameters, they obtain only one sample for each round, so
their BGRs are lower than those of CSI-based approaches,
i.e., CGC, KL-SKG, and CO-SKG.

In Table II, we evaluate the randomness of the raw key se-
quences before privacy amplification using the widely adopted
NIST random test suite. When the P-value test result is greater
than the threshold, usually chosen as 0.01, the sequence
passes the test. The key sequences are extracted in an indoor
environment, and its length is set as 1024 bits. Table II shows
that the proposed CO-SKG approach can pass all of these
seven tests, while other approaches can only pass part of them.

The above experimental results have verified that the pro-
posed CO-SKG can provide secret keys with higher key
agreement, faster key generation rate, and more substantial
randomness in slowly varying environments than existing
approaches.

VII. SECURITY EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the security of the proposed CO-
SKG approach against the four attacks described in Sec. III-C.

A. Preventing Predictable Channel Attack

CO-SKG prevents Eve from causing the predictable changes
in the channel measurements by controlling the movements
of some intermediate objects. According to (6), the variation
of Ĥu(k, n) depends on the physical channel, as well as
the selected antenna and the filter coefficients. Therefore,
the pattern of variation of Ĥu(k, n) does not follow the
movements of Eve, even in a slowly varying environment.

We evaluate the performance in a corridor environment,
where Alice and Bob are placed on the two sides of the
corridor with a door in the middle. The predictable channel
attack is implemented by opening and closing the door peri-
odically over 2 minutes. Fig. 12 compares the amplitude of
CSI sequences on the 256-th subcarrier of CO-SKG against
the original one without channel obfuscation. The pattern of
variation in Fig. 12(a) is highly related to the opening or
closing state of the door, while the relevance is primarily
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Fig. 13. The probability distribution of ρBE and Nd in an indoor scenario.

reduced in Fig. 12(b). In particular, when the door is closed,
the channel becomes non-line-of-sight (NLoS), and thus the
CSI amplitude in Fig. 12(a) is significantly less than that in the
line-of-sight (LoS) case in which the door is opening. The CSI
amplitude in Fig. 12(b) has a significant fluctuation under both
cases, which indicates that CO-SKG can resist the predictable
channel attack.

B. Preventing Position Replay Attack

Since Ĥu(k, n) is not determined solely upon the locations
of Alice and Bob, CO-SKG can prevent Eve from obtaining
the same key via location replay attacks. When Eve moves to
the same position at another time round of k′, it will obtain
ĤE(k′, n), which is independent from ĤB(k, n), as αk,n and
m′ changes independently over k.

We implemented the position replay attacks in an indoor
scenario. After Alice and Bob communicate for a while, Bob
moves to a new location, and Eve quickly moves to Bob’s
original position and attempts to obtain a similar CSI as that
of Bob. Fig. 13(a) reports the probability distribution of the
correlation coefficient over all subcarriers, ρBE . It is observed
that the value of ρBE is concentrated at the range from 0.9 to
1 for the original approach, while its value is largely reduced
to below 0.5 for the CO-SKG approach, which indicates that
CO-SKG can effectively defend against the position replay
attack in a slowly varying environment.

C. Preventing Effective Brute-Force Attack

CO-SKG prevents the Eve from shortening the time-
complexity through the effective brute-force attack, which is
described in Section III-C. By exploiting channel obfuscation,
CSI samples will be changed irregularly and thus reduce the
proportion of repeated bit segments in qB . We divide qB into
multiple groups, each of which contains 128 bits. The number
of different bits between adjacent groups, Nd, is defined as
Nd = ||qj+1

B − qjB ||1, where j is the index of group and
|| · ||1 represents the norm-1 function. Theoretically, when the
raw keys in adjacent groups are independent, the probability
distribution function of Nd should be ρ0 = CNd

128

(
1
2

)128
.

Fig. 13(b) compares the probability distribution of Nd that
is calculated from the raw keys generated by the original
approach, the CO-SKG approach, and the theoretical function
of ρ0. It is observed that the value of Nd in the original
approach is concentrated around 18, which deviates largely
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Fig. 14. Speculation accuracy of Eve in an indoor scenario.

from the theoretical value ρ0. In this case, Eve is able to infer
the raw key in adjacent groups by the effective brute-force
attack. Conversely, the probability distribution of Nd for the
CO-SKG approach is close to that of the ρ0, which indicates
the effectiveness of CO-SKG in reducing the proportion of
repeated bit segments in raw keys. In this way, CO-SKG can
resist an effective brute-force attack.

D. Preventing Order Speculation Attack

By exploiting two degrees of freedom, i.e., mk and α(k, n),
CO-SKG prevents Eve from speculating the obfuscation infor-
mation. We evaluate the resistance of CO-SKG under this at-
tack in comparison with the approach solely using random mk,
which is referred to as the antenna scheduling approach. Eve
implemented the order speculation attack with 1000 rounds of
experimental data collected in an indoor environment. In each
round, Eve obtained a CSI vector with 512 CSI values from
OFDM subcarriers. Eve intends to speculate the index of the
used antenna in the current time around by matching its CSI
vector with those obtained from previous rounds. The K-means
algorithm [29] is exploited by Eve to partition its unlabelled
CSI vectors into eight distinct groupings, corresponding to
M = 8 antennas. The speculation is defined as accurate when
the output index of the K-means algorithm is equal to the index
of antennas in use. Fig. 14 compares the speculation accuracy
of Eve on different antennas, and the results show that Eve can
speculate the antenna index with high accuracy in the antenna
scheduling approach, while the accuracy is largely reduced in
the proposed CO-SKG approach.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a key generation protocol,
CO-SKG, that incorporates channel obfuscation and effective
key generation to provide fast and secure key generation in
slowly varying environments. CO-SKG exploits two degrees of
freedom, i.e., antenna index and filter coefficients, to obfuscate
channel parameters and hide the obfuscation information. In
addition, the joint design of K-L transform and adaptive quan-
tization improves key agreement and randomness effectively.
We implemented CO-SKG using USRP SDR platforms and
realizing antenna scheduling with an SP8T switch. Extensive
experiments were conducted, and the results demonstrate that
compared with existing typical approaches, CO-SKG can
provide higher key agreement, faster key generation rate, and
more substantial randomness in three slowly varying scenarios.
Finally, experimental results have verified that our protocol



achieves a high-security level against various attacks, including
the predictable channel attack and position replay attack from
active attackers and effective brute-force attack and order
speculation attack of passive attackers.
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